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Public Safety / 
Public Service
Background



Opportunity
Illinois to Florida



Hurricane Andrew



Gasoline Tanker vs. Amtrak 
Train
• March 17, 1993

• Six deaths



Assisted Living Facility 
Fire

• Six Fire Fatalities

• December 1, 1994



ValuJet Flight #592

• May 11, 1996

• DC-9 with 110 souls

• MIA -> ALT

• Crashed 10 minutes after taking off as a result of a fire in cargo 
compartment



2000 
Presidential 
Recount
• Space

• Logistical Support
• Food / Water / Facilities
• Breakout / Administrative Space
• Current Technology

• Security



Hurricane Katrina



One-Two Punch

• Hurricane Wilma – October 2005
• Approx. 800 condos destroyed

• Chinese Drywall – 2008-2010



Mistakes



Don’t Worry 

The State or Federal Government 
Will Handle This . . .  Maybe

Residents expect those governmental leaders 
closest to them will help . . . . 



Timely Topic
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How Not to Be Stupid

“You only have to be [smart] within 
your circle of competence. The size 
of that circle is not very important; 
knowing its boundaries, however, is 

vital.”   Warren Buffet, 1996

”I’m no genius.  I’m smart in spots –
but I stay around those spots.”  Tom 

Watson, Sr. – Founder of IBM

• Outside Your Area of 
Competence

• Stress
• Rushing or Urgency
• Fixation on an Outcome
• Information Overload
• Group Think
• Presence of an “Authority.”

Derived from an ICMA Smart Brief on Jan 8 2019 and it’s accompanying source 
at: https://fs.blog/2019/01/how-not-to-be-stupid/

7 Factors Forcing Smart 
People to Make Mistakes

https://fs.blog/2019/01/how-not-to-be-stupid/
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Command
(a.k.a. Leadership)





Lessons We 
Don’t Learn: A 
Study of the 
Lessons of 
Disasters



“The failure to learn from the 
lessons starts with the leadership of 

and management of the 
organization.”



Lessons Not Learned . . .

“In fact, responders can readily predict the problems that will arise in a major incident 
and too often their predictions are borne out in practice. 

Even a casual observer can spot problems that recur: communications systems fail, 
command and control structures are fractured, resources are slow to be deployed. 

A quick perusal of the reports published after the major incidents of the past decade 
quickly shows this to be true.”

Dr. Amy Donahue



Lesson 
Repeatedly 
Identified

Uncoordinated Leadership

Failed Communications

Weak Planning

Resources Constraints

Poor Public Relations



Why Don’t 
We Learn ?

MOTIVATIONS FOR 
CHANGE

LEARNING & 
TEACHING

EXERCISING (A.K.A. 
DOING!)



Leadership –
Pulse 
Nightclub
(aka Command)

. . . during the first hour of the incident there was no 
one who assumed command outside the club to 
manage the overall operation as well as the staging 
and deployment of personnel and resources as they 
arrived on the scene. 

Once the unified command center (UCC) was 
established, decision-making, strategies, and 
assignments were generally well coordinated and 
effective. 

As the incident progressed, some agencies such as the 
Orlando Fire Department (OFD) established their own 
incident command posts, which negatively impacted 
information and resource sharing, coordination, and 
overall situational awareness. 

Straub, F., Cambria, J., Castor, J., Gorban, B., Meade, B., Waltemeyer, D., 
& Zeunik, J. (2017). Rescue, Response, and Resilience: A critical incident 
review of the Orlando public safety response to the attack on the Pulse 
nightclub. Department of Justice.  Washington, DC



Parkland School 
Shooting

• One of the challenges of this investigation has been the 
numerous and diverse topics . . . 

• With respect to law enforcement, the complicated 
Parkland 911 system, radio and other communications 
systems in Florida and Broward County; law enforcement 
policies; the law enforcement response itself on February 
14, including command and control; and access to 
information and data sharing among agencies were 
evaluated, as well as medical response and aid rendered to 
MSDHS victims . . . 

• Further contributing was the unsatisfactory law 
enforcement response, which includes the flawed City of 
Parkland 911 system and the flawed and failed Broward 
County law enforcement radio system. The Broward 
Sheriff’s Office’s inadequate active assailant response 
policy, the abysmal response by the school’s SRO, a failed 
response by some law enforcement officers and 
supervisors and BSO’s flawed unified command and 
control of the scene were also identified as areas that need 
to be addressed.  [emphasis added]



Leadership
• Nature – and organizations –

abhor a vacuum

• Corollary: managing 
organizations during crisis 
requires leadership! 

• If you don’t provide the 
leadership, an “outsider” –
somebody without the 
knowledge – will attempt to fill 
the vacuum 



Leadership

“The day the [staff] stop bringing you 
their problems is the day you stopped 
leading them. They have either lost 
confidence that you can help them or 
concluded that you do not care. Either 
case is a failure of leadership.”

General Colin Powell

“A leader is the man who has the ability 
to get other people to do what they 
don’t want to do and like it.”

President Harry S. Truman



Situational Awareness



Situational Awareness

Perception
• Gathering Information

Comprehension
• Understand / Interpret

Projection
• Think Ahead / Anticipate Future

Derived from: Endsley, M. (2000). Theoretical 
underpinnings of situation analysis: A critical 
review. In M. Endsley & D. Garland (Eds.), 
Situation Awareness Analysis and 
Measurement. Mahwah, NJ: Lawrence Erlbaum 
Associates.



Situational Awareness

LEVEL I
• Identify Relevant Data

LEVEL II
• ‘Make Sense’ of the Information

LEVEL III
• Anticipate Future State



Pattern Recognition – Conscious 
(Intentional)

• Perceptual Recognition – comparing incoming 
stimulus information with stored knowledge in 
order to categorize the information.



Pattern Recognition – Unconscious 
(Gut Feeling)

• An ancient Greek statue was purchased by Getty Museum for 
just under $10 million, after a 14 month investigation, concluded 
the thing was genuine.  

• Three different art historians, upon each seeing the statue, 
sensed 1) somehow it lacked the “appropriate spirit”; 2) felt a 
wave of "intuitive repulsion”; and 3) believed it was “fake”.

• Further testing revealed the 14 month investigation failed to see 
what 3 experts saw in seconds – it was a forgery.    



News Feeds

• National & State Associations

• Professional Conferences

• Governmental Alerts / Feeds
• News aggregators

• Google Alerts



Lessons 
Learned –
Situational 
Awareness

Leadership must have a clear understanding of 
what is happening . . .
• If ‘understanding’ is not in place, you must proactively go get 

the information
• Talk to those ‘on the ground’
• Verify what you are told / the perceptions that have been 

shared
• Go assess the situation personally
• Seek input from those that can ‘make sense’ of current 

conditions

You must prepare for what is coming next . . . 

• Gain perspective on what others are thinking 
• Talk with colleagues & peers (internal & external) regarding 

future events
• Talk with those to your North to seek their guidance and/or 

provide guidance to them



NIMS



How Do You Prepare to Win ?



Strategy vs. 
Tactics

Strategy without tactics is 
the slowest route to 
victory.
Tactics without strategy is 
the noise before defeat.

Sun Tzu

The Art of War

Strategy Tactics

Why How

Planning Doing

Large-scale Small-scale

Long Time-horizon Short Time-horizon

Hard to replicate Easy to copy



Bringing Order to Chaos



Special Events

• July 4th Celebration

• Arts Festival

• Larger Sporting Events
• 1st Day of School

• Spring Break
• Graduations



Nicholas B. Hambridge, Arnold M. Howitt, and David W. Giles. “Coordination in Crises: Implementation of the National Incident Management System by Surface 
Transportation Agencies.” Homeland Security Affairs 13, Article 2 (April 2017). https://www.hsaj.org/articles/13773

https://www.hsaj.org/articles/13773


Unified Command



FLOP
• Finance
• Logistics
•Operations
•Planning

Unified 
Command

Finance Logistics Operations Planning

Public 
Information



Flexible Organizational Structure



Practice

“If you fail to plan, you 
are planning to fail.”

Benjamin Franklin

“Those who fail to learn 
from the past are 
doomed to repeat it.”

Sir Winston Churchill



Lessons 
Learned –
Leadership
(a.k.a. Command; 
Control; NIMS)

Staff must have clear expectations of how a ‘crisis’ will be 
managed

•Ensure a clear understanding of who has ‘Command’ – and what role each 
team member is playing

•Stay in your lane !!!  Don’t manage the event – manage the process
•Keep everyone – including elected officials – in their lanes

•Ensure you have situational awareness
•What information do we have?; what does it mean?; what do we anticipate?

Integrating your ‘command & control’ expectations into 
frequent (?) routines will build ‘muscle memory’  

•Your ‘system’ must be Flexible, Standardized, and ensure a Unity of Effort
•Your system must be used in daily operations – or it will fail !
•Who are the SMEs (subject matter experts) – both internal & external

Plan / anticipate the ‘crisis's’ your team must be adept in 
managing

•Undertake a community risk assessment
•Ensure the team has plans for the ‘high risk’ scenarios
•Provide the resources to train everyone – then train again !  



Lesson 
Repeatedly 
Identified –
Lessons 
Learned 

Uncoordinated 
Leadership Command

NIMS
Failed 
Communications NIMS

Practice, practice, practice
Weak Planning Situational Awareness

SMEs
Resources 
Constraints Situational Awareness

SMEs
Poor Public 
Relations



The Big 3

• Command

• Situational Awareness

• NIMS
. . . or whatever system you need to use!
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